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The ArhC Arhiteture Desription LanguageSandro Rigo� Rodolfo J. Azevedo Guido AraujoAbstratIn this report we introdue a new arhiteture desription language (ADL) alledArhC. ArhC is an open-soure SystemC-based ADL that is speialized for proessorarhiteture desription. Its main goal is to provide enough information, at the rightlevel of abstration, in order to allow users to explore and verify new arhitetures,by automatially generating simulators, assemblers and ompiler bak-ends. ArhC'skey feature is a storage-based o-veri�ation mehanism that automatially heks theonsisteny of re�ned SystemC RTL models against the behavioral referene model.We have used ArhC to synthesize yle-based simulators for the MIPS, Intel 8051 andSPARC proessors.1 IntrodutionEmbedded systems designers are faing inreasing development hallenges at all stages ofthe design proess due to inreasing system omplexity, rapidly hanging arhitetures anda very diÆult �nanial environment. Instrution set arhitetures used to be fairly stable,but no longer. There were �fty nine new arhitetures in one reent 12-month period [12℄.In addition, the omplexity of embedded software is inreasing by leaps and bounds. Atypial embedded system had 100,000 lines of ode in 1995 and may have 1 million lines ofode nowadays [12℄. As a onsequene, designers are reonsidering how designs are spei�ed,partitioned and veri�ed.In the traditional design environment, hardware and software teams interat oasion-ally but mostly work separately. Both teams meet at the beginning of the projet, de�ne anarhiteture, and reate a model. One they agree on hardware/software partitioning theytend to follow separate paths, writing non-reusable appliation, testing and veri�ation odethat follows their own design viewpoint. In this methodology, major design problems arisefrom the use of di�erent design languages when systems/software engineers are program-ming in C/C++ and hardware designers are working using hardware desription languages(HDL) like VHDL or Verilog. Code reuse beomes rare and inompatible tools are almostinevitable. As a way around that, designers are starting to move from HDLs and alsobeyond the RTL level of abstration toward the so alled system level design.An example of these hanges in design style is system integration on a virtual prototype,for example: a simulation model of a SoC before fabriation. Software is run on an instru-tion set simulator(ISS) [6, 7℄ model of the proessor, and the ISS ommuniates with a�Researh supported by FAPESP (grant 00/14376-2)1



2 Rigo, Azevedo, and Araujosimulation of the rest of the hardware via a bus interfae model or bus funtional model. Afuntional model, also known as system-level simulator, allow hardware designers and soft-ware engineers to preisely reprodue an appliation behavior in a target system, even if thissystem is still under development [25℄. Designers have started to reate virtual platforms oftheir SoC designs for good reasons. First, they an provide an early simulation platform forthe system integration that exeutes muh faster than HDL-based o-veri�ation. Seond,they an verify the arhiteture at an early stage of the design proess, testing di�erenthardware/software partitions and evaluating the e�ets of arhitetural deisions beforeimplementation. After all, by the time they are oding RTL, the hardware arhiteture isestablished and there's little room for exibility. Third, they an start working on derivativeor next-generation designs by reusing the platform even before the �rst generation designis omplete.Great part of the suess in the system-level modeling area is due to the availabilityof tools and methodologies that are eÆient enough to help designers meet the stringenttime to market that has been imposing to them. In the new system-level design senario,a tool for evaluation of a new designed instrution set arhiteture whih automatiallygenerates a software toolkit omposed by assemblers, linkers, ompilers and simulatorsbeame mandatory.1.1 SystemCSystemC [13, 30℄ is among a group of design languages and extensions being proposed toraise the abstration level for hardware design and veri�ation. SystemC is entirely basedon C/C++ and the omplete soure ode for the simulation kernel is freeware. SystemCis omposed by a set of C++ lass libraries, that extends the language to allow hardwareand system-level modeling. Designers are allowed to model in low-levels of abstration, likeRTL, using SystemC. However, SystemC's main goal is not to replae HDLs (like VHDLand Verilog), but to allow system-level design.Though SystemC supports a wide range of omputation models and abstration levels,it is not possible to extrat information from a generi SystemC proessor desription inorder to automatially generate tools to experiment and evaluate a new Instrution SetArhiteture (ISA).In this doument, we introdue a SystemC-based arhiteture desription language(ADL) alled ArhC. ArhC is a simple language, speialized for proessor arhiteturedesription, that follows SystemC syntax style. Its main goal is to provide enough informa-tion, at the right level of abstration, in order to allow users to explore and verify a newarhiteture by automatially generating software tools like assemblers, simulators, om-piler bak-ends and o-veri�ation interfaes. ArhC has many features that distinguish itfrom other ADLs. The key feature though is a storage-based o-veri�ation mehanism thatautomatially heks the onsisteny of re�ned SystemC RTL models against the behav-ioral ISA desription. Cyle-based simulators have been synthesized starting from ArhCdesriptions for the MIPS, Intel 8051 and SPARC proessors.The remaining setions of this report are organized as follows. Setion 2 disusses somerelated works. Setion 3 introdues the ArhC syntax and semantis. Setion 4 presents the



The ArhC Arhiteture Desription Language 3o-veri�ation mehanism provided by ArhC. Setion 5 desribes ArhC tools and someproessor ase studies, and �nally, Setion 6 summarizes our onlusions and desribe thefuture work.2 Related WorkIn the following setions, we are going to disuss some related work on arhiteture desrip-tion languages, software tool-set generation and instrution set simulators.2.1 nMLThe nML [3, 10, 11℄ formalism is based on the information typially available in the pro-grammer's manual of a proessor, whih onsists in a list of instrutions and orrespondingregister transfers, binary enoding and assembly mnemonis. A programmer's model of themahine is usually provided in terms of a oarse shemati showing registers, funtionalunits and the basi interonnetion sheme. However, detailed information of the datapathis normally not available. nML is based on a paradigm that mixes strutural with behav-ioral information, i.e., strutural is desribed together with exeution behavior. On onehand, the skeleton of the mahine struture is onstruted by delaring storage entities. Onthe other hand, register transfers between these entities desribe the exeution behavior ofthe mahine. Addressing modes are also supported expliitly. However, originally, nML didnot support self-modifying ode, sub-instrutions and multi-yle instrutions.The abstration level of the nML language is the instrution set. nML is based ona set of assumptions: a mahine, when running, exeutes a program that is a series ofinstrutions. The program ounter(PC) points to the next instrution to be exeuted. Amahine state is stored in memory loations. The sole purpose of a program is to hangethis state, in other words, all that instrutions do is hanging the values of loations. Thereare no inter-instrution ontrol ow onstruts. The program ow is hanged by writing tothe PC loation.In nML, the instrution set is desribed by an attributed grammar. This approah al-lows several instrutions to share the same behavior, oding, or syntax sine the semantiation of any instrution an be omposed of fragments that are distributed over the wholegrammar tree. These fragments are basially AND and OR rules, used to express ompo-sition of or alternative instrution parts, respetively. The semanti ation attribute has toevaluate to a sequene of register-transfer operations.Fault et al [3℄ presented an extension to nML in order to support some timing desription.They introdued the onept of transitory registers. The transitory nature means that theirvalues are valid only for a �nite period of time (delay), and beome unde�ned afterward.In this sheme, all omputing operations have a duration of zero yles and only the readfrom a storage an be delayed by a ertain amount of yles after a write has ourred.The authors laim that this feature enables the desription of multi-yle operations andpipelines.Hartoog et al [26℄ presented an experimental set of tools generated from a nML desrip-tion of a proessor. The authors onlude that real retargetable assemblers and disassem-



4 Rigo, Azevedo, and Araujoblers an be generated with the inlusion of some additional information. However, nMLdoes not support multi-yle instrutions and straightforward extensions of nML would sup-port only the simplest pipelines, i.e., is not possible to produe yle-aurate simulators forpipelined proessor arhitetures, speially for proessors with omplex exeution shemes,like many DSPs. The nML impliit program ounter is inonvenient in some irumstanes,like to properly handle multi-word instrutions and zero overhead loops.nML was developed at Tehnial University of Berlin (TUB). Using nML, TUB devel-oped an instrution set simulator alled SIGH/SIM [9℄ and a ode generator alled CBC [10℄.Independently, IMEC (Interuniversity MiroEletronis Center) developed a ode generatoralled CHESS [2℄ and an instrution set simulator alled CHECKERS.2.2 LISAVojin Zivojnovi et al [32, 33℄ �rst introdued LISA. LISA was primarily designed forautomati retargeting of fast ompiled simulators that are yle and bit-aurate. Whenintrodued, the main ontribution of LISA was its operation-level desription of the pipelineand sequening model. This early version of LISA was not well suited for generation of ode-generators and assemblers. In order to model the operation sequener, LISA followed thebasi ideas of reservation tables and Gantt harts, however it extends Gantt harts to enablemodeling of data/ontrol hazards and pipeline ushes [32℄.Pees et al [29℄ presented a new version of LISA that was apable of automatiallygenerating simulators and assemblers for several lasses of arhitetures, like DSP, SIMD,VLIW and supersalar.A LISA desription is omposed of resoure delarations and operation delarations.An operation represents the programmer's view of the behavior, the struture, and theinstrution set of the arhiteture. They are the basi elements in LISA. In order to olletdi�erent properties of the system, operation de�nitions have several setions:� CODING: the binary image of the instrution;� SYNTAX: the assembly syntax;� SEMANTICS: spei�es the instrution semantis;� BEHAVIOR and EXPRESSION: desribe omponents of the behavioral model.� ACTIVATION: desribes the timing of other operations relatively to the urrent one;� DECLARE: loal delarations of identi�ers and lists of alternatives elementsThe designer is allowed to add further setions in order to de�ne other attributes.The resoures represent the storage devies of the hardware, whih stores the state of thesystem. They are registers, memory, pipelines, et. In the pipeline model of LISA, opera-tions are assigned to pipeline stages and an be ativated with or without delay. Operationswill be exeuted synhronously to ontrol steps, whih an be de�ned as instrutions yles,lok yles or phases.



The ArhC Arhiteture Desription Language 5Ho�mann et al [4℄ introdued the LISA Proessor Design Platform(LPDP). This isa platform for the design of appliation spei� instrution set proessors (ASIP), usinga LISA desription of the mahine as base to generate software development tools. Inthis work, LISA desriptions onsist of the following model omponents: memory, resoure,instrution set, behavioral, timing and miro-arhiteture. If we ompare LISA desriptionspresented in [29℄ and [4℄, we an identify some modi�ations introdued in the language,mainly to support automati generation of a C ompiler bak-end and of a synthesizablemodel in a HDL like VHDL. The memory model omprises registers and memories availablein the system. The resoure model reprodues properties of hardware strutures whih anbe aessed by only one operation at a time. In other words, when a register is delaredin the RESOURCE setion, the designer have means of delaring how many simultaneousaess the register supports. It is a neessary information for the instrution shedulerof the ompiler bak-end. Another new feature is the miro-arhiteture model. There isa new keyword ENTITY in the resoure setion of the LISA model, were operations anbe assigned to funtional units and strutural omponents an be inluded in the modelby inlining HDL ode. Till this point, the platform seemed to be ready to generate goodompiler simulators, assemblers and linkers but the work on retargetable ompilers andHDL generator seemed to be preliminary.Ho�mann et al [22℄ presented another LISA tool-suite. It is omposed of an assembler,a linker, a simulation ompiler, a simulator and a graphial debugger front-end for thesimulator.Ho�mann et al [21℄ used LISA to reate a framework for hardware/software o-simulation.On the software side, LISA models are used to reate a tool-suite omposed of ompiledsimulator, assembler, linker, HLL ompiler and a o-simulation interfae. On the hardwareside, SystemC is used to together with the simulation interfae to enable the integration ofexternal simulators. The goal is to ouple models at various abstration levels for hardware-software o-veri�ation.2.3 EXPRESSIONEXPRESSION [18℄ is a ADL foused on arhitetural design spae exploration for SoCsand automati generation of a ompiler/simulator toolkit. EXPRESSION also follows themixed-level approah of desription, i.e., mixing behavioral and strutural information andsupports spei�ation of novel memory subsystems. The later seems to be the key featureof the language. The authors invested in this feature laiming that SoC tehnologies permitthe inorporation of novel on-hip memory organizations.Grun et al [14℄ introdued an algorithm to extrat the information needed to automati-ally build reservation tables from an arhiteture desription in EXPRESSION. This is animportant resoure in order to allow the automati generation of a ompiler bak-end [18℄.Mishra et al [27℄ introdued a funtional abstration-based design methodology. Pa-rameterized funtions for funtional units present in programmable arhitetures, suh asfeth unit, branh-predition unit, deode unit, et were de�ned. These funtional unitswere used in a desription of the Texas TMS320C62x proessor in EXPRESSION. Themain purpose of the generi funtion based design spae exploration is allowing designers to



6 Rigo, Azevedo, and Araujoompose new arhitetures by reusing the generi abstrations within an ADL and generateautomatially a ustomized software toolkit.2.4 ISDLThe Instrution Set Desription Language for Retargetability (ISDL) [16℄ was developed atMIT. Hadjiyiannis et al [16℄ presented the language and an automati assembler generator.ISDL was projeted to be a mahine desription language for ompiler retargetability,allowing the desription of many di�erent arhitetures, in partiular VLIW mahines.ISDL is a behavioral language that lists the instrution set of the arhiteture based on anattributed grammar, as well as nML. ISDL is very similar to nML, exept in the way ithandles onstraints. In nML, only valid instrutions an be desribed, therefore, the invalidombinations must be worked around through additional rules in the grammar.The ISDL tool set was extended with a ode-generator generator (Aviv) [19℄, an in-strution level simulator generator (GenSim) and a generator of hardware models writtenin Verilog(HGen) [15, 17℄. ISDL is a purely behavioral language, so all strutural infor-mation neessary to the simulator and hardware model synthesizers have to be inferredfrom operation desriptions, whih are basially register-transfer operations, and from theinstrution set, whih has some attributes like lateny and delay for eah instrution. Itis not lear if ISDL tools are apable of extrating the orret behavior for pipelined ar-hitetures with omplex exeution shemes. For example, pipeline ushes does not seemto be possible. The authors presented some results on models for VLIW, RISC and DSP(Motorola 56000) arhitetures. Another strong onstraint: ISDL is not able to modelmulti-yle instrutions of variable length [15℄.2.5 Other ADLsRADL [28℄ has expliit support for multiple pipeline modeling, inluding delay slots, in-terrupts, hardware loops and hazards. RADL is presented with fous on yle and phase-aurate simulators, but no results are provided on realized simulators based on this lan-guage.MIMOLA [5℄ is an ADL based on the struture of the proessor. MIMOLA desriptionsare very low-level, to the point of the same desription being used for both proessor syn-thesis and ode generation, whih prevents this language from being used for arhitetureexploration and system-level design.2.6 Instrution Set SimulatorsNowadays, instrution set simulators are an essential part of the toolkit used in proessordesign. The inreasing number of new arhitetures appearing every day makes retar-getability a mandatory feature for simulation tools. Simulators are used in the arhitetureexploration phase, to evaluate early design deisions as well as to validate the arhitetureand ompilers.Some simulators, like Shade [7℄, FastSim [8℄ and Embra [31℄, rely on a dynami binarytranslation together with a result ahing mehanism to improve simulation performane.



The ArhC Arhiteture Desription Language 7SimpleSalar [1℄ is another popular simulation environment, whih instrution set is basedon MIPS-IV. These are very fast simulators that support limited arhitetures and requirespei� host and the target mahines so, they are not retargetable.3 The ArhC Arhiteture Desription LanguageBasially, ArhC an be onsidered as an extension of SystemC, whih is speialized forarhiteture desription. ArhC's primary goal is to provide enough information, at the rightlevel of abstration, in order to allow users to explore a new arhiteture and automatiallygenerate software tools like assemblers, simulators or even ompiler bak-ends. It is a simplelanguage that follows SystemC syntax style, whih makes lear the onnexion between thesetwo languages.An arhiteture desription in ArhC is divided in two parts: the Instrution SetArhiteture (AC ISA) desription and the Arhiteture elements (AC ARCH) desrip-tion. Into the AC ISA desription, the designer provides to ArhC details about instrutionformats, size and names ombined with all information neessary to deoding and the be-havior of eah instrution. The AC ARCH desription informs ArhC about storage devies,pipeline struture et. Based on these two desriptions, ArhC will generate a behavioralsimulator written in SystemC for the arhiteture.The designer must provide the AC ISA and AC ARCH desriptions in separated �les. Bothdesriptions are parsed and pre-proessed by ArhC. The result is several �les written inSystemC/C++ whih ompose the behavioral simulator. The user an ompile these �lesthrough a make�le, similar to those provided together with SystemC examples, and get anexeutable spei�ation of the arhiteture to experiment with.Up to this point, our group has used ArhC to model three arhitetures: MIPS (imple-menting the MIPS-I instrution set), Spar-V8, and a miroontroller. The MIPS [20, 24℄is a RISC mahine with a �ve-stage pipeline, ontaining 32 general purpose registers plustwo speial registers used for multipliation and division. The Intel 8051 (i8051) miroon-troller is one of the most used proessors for embedded ontrol. This is a CISC arhiteturewith multi-yle instrutions of variable length. Throughout this text, we are going to useexamples extrated from our ArhC desriptions of two of these arhitetures, MIPS andIntel 8051.3.1 Desribing Arhiteture ResouresArhC uses some strutural information about the resoures available in the arhiteture inorder to automatially generate a simulator. The designer must provide suh an informationin the AC ARCH desription, whih is basially omposed of storage elements and pipelinedelarations.The level of details used for this desription will depend on the level of abstrationthat the designer wants for his/her model. For example, one may want to simulate theinstrution set of the MIPS arhiteture, but without onerning with pipelining. Thismakes the instrution behavior desription very simple, as we are going to see in Setion 3.2,but also demands few strutural information, like showed in Figure 1.



8 Rigo, Azevedo, and AraujoAn arhiteture resoures desription starts with the keyword AC ARCH, like in the �rstline of our example. The designer is supposed to inform a name for the projet, like is usuallydone for modules in SystemC. Then follows the storage devie delarations. In this simpleexample, the designer uses the keyword a ahe to delare instrution and data ahes.The number after the olon represents the size, in bytes, of the devie. Following with theexample, a register �le is delared through the keyword a regbank. We need 34 registersto model the MIPS, as mentioned above. The delaration of the ARCH CTOR onstrutor�nishes the AC ARCH desription and uses the a isa keyword to inform in whih �le theArhC pre-proessor will �nd the AC ISA desription.AC_ARCH(mips){a_mem MEM:256k;a_regbank RB:34;ARCH_CTOR(mips) {a_isa("mips_isa.a");};}; Figure 1: MIPS AC ARCH resoure delaration.In order to get a more detailed model, like a yle-aurate model of the MIPS proessor,the designer must provide more information about the arhiteture. Figure 2 shows ourdesription of the arhiteture resoures for the MIPS proessor. This example illustratessome new features available in ArhC. The designer is allowed to delare the word-size forthe arhiteture using the a wordsize keyword. Memories and ahes are byte-addressedbut their return type is always a word. If not delared, ArhC assumes that the word-sizeis 32 bits by default.The example follows with a register bank delaration, similar to the previous example,and then we have a pipeline delaration. Pipelines are reated through the keyword a pipeand are omposed by a name and a list of pipeline stages attributed to it. Pipeline stagesin ArhC are delared using keyword a stage, and are organized by means of keyworda pipe. Pipeline stages listed in the same a pipe are assumed to exeute instrutionsin the order they appear in that delaration. In Figure 2, we show two equivalent pipelinedelarations, whih means that just one needs to be present in the desription. Both willprodue a �ve stage pipeline, where IF is the �rst and WB is the last stage. Both syntaxesare simple but are only appliable for single-pipelined arhitetures. In other omplexmulti-pipelined/supersalar arhitetures, the following stage ould be dependent on whihinstrution is in the urrent stage. In suh ases, the designer needs a mehanism to informthe simulator the next stage that its urrent instrution should be dispathed to. In order



The ArhC Arhiteture Desription Language 9AC_ARCH(mips){a_wordsize 32;a_mem MEM:256K;a_regbank RB:34;a_pipe pipe = {IF, ID, EX, MEM, WB}; //|\ equivalent,a_stage IF, ID, EX, MEM, WB; //|/ use only one.a_format Fmt_IF_ID = "%np:32";a_format Fmt_ID_EX ="%np:32 %data1:32 %data2:32 %imm:32:s rs:5 %rt:5 %rd:5%regwrite:1 %memread:1 %memwrite:1";a_format Fmt_EX_MEM ="%alures:32 %wdata:32 %rdest:5 %regwrite:1 %memread:1 %memwrite:1";a_format Fmt_MEM_WB = "%wbdata:32 %rdest:5 %regwrite:1";a_reg<F_IF_ID> IF_ID;a_reg<F_ID_EX> ID_EX;a_reg<F_EX_MEM> EX_MEM;a_reg<F_MEM_WB> MEM_WB;ARCH_CTOR(mips) {a_isa("mips_isa.a");};}; Figure 2: MIPS AC ARCH resoure delaration.to handle that, the designer delares only stages and ArhC provides a method nameda next, that an be alled from inside the instrution behavior desription, to enable thedesigner to re-route the instrution to the orret next stage. Stages also arry methodsthat allow pipeline ush and stall operations.Still following the example in Figure 2, we reah a set of delarations that representanother feature available in ArhC: formatted registers. Miroarhiteture designers fre-quently need to aess instrution �elds or ontrol signals available in registers. In order toenable that, ArhC allows the designer to delare a format, that is nothing more than a setof �elds, and assoiate this format with a register, exatly as he/she does for instrutions(see Setion 3.2). In ArhC, a format is delared through the a format keyword. The de-signer must give a name to the format, like Fmt IF ID in the example. The string assignedto a format represents its subdivision into �elds. The delaration of a �eld starts by a %harater, followed by an identi�er that beomes the �eld's name. The number after theolon indiates the size of the �eld. For example, the string \%rs:5" delares a 5-bit �eldnamed rs. It is also possible to tell ArhC that a �eld stores a signed value, by appending



10 Rigo, Azevedo, and Araujothe \:s" ag at the end of a �eld delaration, like is done to the imm �eld in the Fmt ID EXformat in Figure 2. The designer assigns a format to a register by using the keyword a regand a syntax similar to C++ templates. In the example, format Fmt ID EX is assoiatedto register ID EX. This allows the designer to assign to (and read from) eah register �eldindividually when desribing behaviors. The four formatted registers delared in Figure 2represent the four MIPS pipeline registers, as presented in [20℄.3.2 Desribing the Instrution Set ArhitetureThe AC ISA desription provides ArhC with all information it needs to automatially syn-thesize a deoder, along with the behavior of eah instrution in the arhiteture. Thisdesription is divided in two �les, one ontaining the instrution and format delarationsand another ontaining the instrution behaviors.Figure 3 shows an example of an AC ISA desription extrated from our MIPS model.The beginning is similar to the AC ARCH desription, starting with the keyword AC ISA, alongwith the name of the projet. The designer ontinued by delaring the instrution formats.This is done by using the a format keyword, following the same syntax introdued inthe previous setion. Next step is to delare instrutions. Every instrution must have apreviously delared format assoiated to it. The designer delares an instrution throughthe keyword a instr and he/she an assign it a format using a syntax similar to C++templates. In the example, format Type R is assoiated to instrution add. This allows thedesigner to aess eah instrution �eld individually when desribing instrution behaviors.The desription follows with the AC ISA onstrutor delaration (ISA CTOR). This iswhere the designer will have to initialize some key values for eah instrution. An assem-bly syntax is assigned to an instrution using the set asm method. The deodi�ationsequene is a key element to the automati generation of an instrution deoder. It is pro-vided to ArhC through the set deoder method, and is omposed by a sequene of pairs<�eld name = value>. In Figure 3, examine the example for add instrution. The all toadd.set deoder method states that a bit stream oming from memory atually is an addinstrution if, and only if, �elds op and fun ontain the values 0x00 and 0x20, respetively.The deoder will know where to look for the �eld values in the bit stream, beause thisinformation is available in the format previously assoiated to the instrution. Exatly thesame steps are taken to the delaration of the load instrution. Notie that load has adi�erent format, and that is why just one �eld has to be heked to deode it.The MIPS is a RISC arhiteture, so all instrutions have the same size and takes thesame number of yles to be exeuted. However, in arhitetures like CISC, DSPs andVLIW mahines, this may not be true. Figure 4 is an example extrated from our Intel8051 desription. The Intel 8051 (i8051) miroontroller is a CISC arhiteture with a moreompliated ISA, when ompared with a RISC mahine. Notie that instrutions now havedi�erent sizes, whih are given by the size of the assoiated format in ArhC. The i8051is also a multiyle proessor, whih means that instrutions will take di�erent number ofyles to be ompleted. So, this number of yles taken by eah instrution to exeutemust be another parameter informed by the designer. This is done through the set ylesmethod used in the AC ISA onstrutor in ArhC, like is illustrated by the delaration of
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AC_ISA(mips){a_format Type_R = "%op:6 %rs:5 %rt:5 %rd:5 0x00:5 %fun:6";a_format Type_I = "%op:6 %rs:5 %rt:5 %imm:16:s";a_format Type_J = "%op:6 %addr:26";a_instr<Type_R> add, sub, instr_and, instr_or, mult, div;a_instr<Type_R> mfhi, mflo, slt, jr;a_instr<Type_R> addu, subu, multu, divu, sltu;a_instr<Type_R> sll, srl;a_instr<Type_I> load, store, beq, bne;a_instr<Type_I> addi, andi, ori, lui, slti;a_instr<Type_I> addiu, sltiu;a_instr<Type_J> j, jal;ISA_CTOR(mips){load.set_asm("lw %rt, %imm(%rs)");load.set_deoder(op=0x23);store.set_asm("sw %rt, %imm(%rs)");store.set_deoder(op=0x2B);add.set_asm("add %rd, %rs, %rt");add.set_deoder(op=0x00, fun=0x20);addu.set_asm("addu %rd, %rs, %rt");addu.set_deoder(op=0x00, fun=0x21);...};}; Figure 3: MIPS ISA Desription



12 Rigo, Azevedo, and Araujothe two-yle mov r iram instrution in the example. Observe that the add r instrutiondoes not have a all to the set yles method, so ArhC assumes that it is an one-yleinstrution, by default.AC_ISA(i8051){ ...a_format Type_3bytes = "%op:8 %byte2:8 %byte3:8";a_format Type_2bytesReg = "%op3:5 %reg2:3 %addr:8";a_format Type_OP_R = "%op1:5 %reg:3";a_instr<Type_2bytesReg> mov_r_iram;a_instr<Type_OP_R> add_ar;ISA_CTOR(i8051){mov_r_iram.set_asm("mov %reg2, %addr");mov_r_iram.set_deoder(op3=0x15);mov_r_iram.set_yles(2);add_ar.set_asm("add A, %reg");add_ar.set_deoder(op1=0x05);...};}; Figure 4: Intel 8051 ISA Desription3.2.1 Providing Instrution BehaviorThe behavior desription �le is where the designer provides a desription of whih operationsare exeuted by eah instrution in the arhiteture. By issuing both desription �lesintrodued so far, AC ISA and AC ARCH, to the ArhC pre-proessor (app), the designer getsa template of the behavior desription �le. This template is a skeleton of a .pp (SystemCsoure) �le where the designer is going to �ll out the behavior method of eah instrutionin the arhiteture. The behavior desription �le is named as projet name-isa.pp and thetemplate generated by ArhC is alled projet name-isa.pp.tmpl, by default.This behavior information an be expressed in several levels of abstration. For example,at the very early stages of the design, yle-auray may not be important. Normally, the�rst model of a new arhiteture does not have timing information. So, for this preliminarymodel, the behavior of a given instrution is just a sequene of C++ statements representingthe operations that this instrution would exeute in the hardware. Figure 5 illustrates howwe ould model the behavior of add and load instrutions in the MIPS arhiteture. At thisabstration level, the simulator will exeute one instrution per yle, so it is not neessary



The ArhC Arhiteture Desription Language 13to worry about data hazards and forwarding, beause every time an instrution begins itsexeution, the previous will have been ompleted for sure. A so high-level modeling stylewill provide the designer with an exeutable spei�ation of the arhiteture very rapidly,but this spei�ation will be suitable only for experimenting with the instrution set, notfor performane measurements due to its lak of timing information. We an also desribethe i8051 instrution-set in suh a high-level fashion. This is showed by Figure 6 for themov r iram instrution. This instrution moves memory data, given by address addr intothe memory position given by the address store in a register. In the Intel 8051 arhiteture,the register bank where one instrution is supposed to operate is given by a pair of bits of aspeial register alled PSW, that have to be heked every time the instrution is exeuted.The muh more omplex i8051 CISC instrution-set does not get to be desribed in suha straightforward manner like the MIPS, but it still is just a sequene of C++ statementswithout timing information.void a_behavior( add ){RB.write(rd, RB.read(rs) + RB.read(rt));}void a_behavior( load ){RB.write(rt, DM.read(RB.read(rs)+ imm));}Figure 5: MIPS Instrution behavior desription in a high-level modelBut, as the design proess moves forward, more detailed models are needed. The designerertainly reahes a point where a yle-aurate model is neessary. At that time, thearhiteture desription must be re�ned. For our MIPS model, we need to delare a pipelinealong with its pipeline registers in the AC ARCH desription (see Figure 2), and then dividethe behavior of eah instrution, telling ArhC what is done at eah pipeline stage. Figure 7illustrates part of the add instrution behavior in a yle-aurate fashion.3.2.2 Providing Format and Generi Instrution BehaviorOften, there are many instrutions in a partiular arhiteture that exeute exatly thesame task as part of their behavior. As mentioned above, in the i8051 miroontroller, aninstrution that operates on registers has to hek two bits of the PSW register to disoverwhih register bank it is going to use. As a onsequene, a piee of ode to hek that wouldhave to be inserted into the behavior method of every instrution in this lass. In the MIPSproessor, some tests have to be performed by several instrutions in order to determinedata hazards and to do register forwarding.In ArhC, instead of repeating the ode for every instrution, the designer is able to useformats in order to fator out this behavior, writing it one and using it for a whole lassof instrutions. This is possible beause ArhC provides the designer with the possibility of



14 Rigo, Azevedo, and Araujovoid a_behavior ( mov_r_iram ){s_uint<8> psw;int reg_indx;psw = IRAM.read(208);if(psw.range(4,3) == 0 ){reg_indx = reg2;} else if(psw.range(4,3) == 1 ){reg_indx = reg2+8;} else if(psw.range(4,3) == 2 ){reg_indx = reg2+16;} else{reg_indx = reg2+32;}IRAM.write( reg_indx, IRAM.read(addr));};Figure 6: i8051 Instrution behavior desription in a high-level modeloverloading the a behavior method so that it an take an instrution format as argument.Consider the MIPS proessor as an example, all instrutions that were delared with theType R format assoiated to it exeute a ouple of tests, showed in Figure 8, before runningits own behavior, so that they an do register forwarding for both instrution operands, rsand rt.There is still another situation, where the designer wants that all instrutions in thearhiteture exeute a piee of ode before running its own behavior method. This is alsopossible in ArhC, by desribing a generi instrution behavior, i.e., a behavior method thatbelongs to all instrutions. Following the same style used above, the designer has to passthe keyword instrution as the argument of the behavior method:void a_behavior( instrution ){swith( stage ) {ase _IF:...IF_ID.np = a_p + 4;...}};The example above shows a piee of ode that omputes the np (next p) value forour MIPS desription. Notie that both format and generi instrution behaviors an be



The ArhC Arhiteture Desription Language 15void a_behavior( add, stage ){swith(stage) {ase IF:IF_ID.np = a_p + 4;break;ase ID: ...break;ase EX:EX_MEM.alu_result = ID_EX.rs + ID_EX.rt;...break;ase MEM:MEM_WB.alu_result = EX_MEM.alu_result;MEM_WB.rd = EX_MEM.rd;...break;ase WB:RB.write(MEM_WB.rd, MEM_WB.alu_result);default:break;}}; Figure 7: Instrution add behavior desriptionwritten in a yle-aurate fashion for pipelined or multi-yle instrutions, by means of aC++ swith statement, just like it is done for instrutions.The hierarhy of behavior methods in ArhC states that the simulator will, at a givensimulation time, start the exeution by the generi instrution behavior method, followedby the behavior of the format orresponding to the urrent instrution and, �nally, theurrent instrution behavior itself. The same sequene is performed by eah pipeline stagein the ase of a pipelined arhiteture. Through this ArhC behavior hierarhy, we wereable to fatorize a lot of operations that would have to be repeated into several instrutionbehaviors, what ended up saving a great amount of redundant ode in our models.4 Storage-based Co-veri�ationDue to the urrent growth on omplexity and redued time to market in embedded systemprojets, veri�ation tools are gaining more and more importane in the whole proess. Itis known that veri�ation now onsumes over 70% of the e�ort to design an ASIC [23℄.The natural ow of a projet is to start with a model in a higher level of abstrationand gradually re�ne it toward synthesis. So, by desribing an arhiteture in ArhC, thedesigner automatially gets a SystemC behavioral simulator of the proessor and, after
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void a_behavior( Type_R ){swith( stage ) {...ase _EX:/* Cheking forwarding for the rs register */if ( (EX_MEM.regwrite == 1) &&(EX_MEM.rdest != 0) &&(EX_MEM.rdest == ID_EX.rs) )operand1 = EX_MEM.alures.read();else if ( (MEM_WB.regwrite == 1) &&(MEM_WB.rdest != 0) &&(MEM_WB.rdest == ID_EX.rs) &&(EX_MEM.rdest == ID_EX.rs) )operand1 = MEM_WB.wbdata.read();elseoperand1 = ID_EX.data1.read();/* Cheking forwarding for the rt register */if ( (EX_MEM.regwrite == 1) &&(EX_MEM.rdest != 0) &&(EX_MEM.rdest == ID_EX.rt) )operand2 = EX_MEM.alures.read();else if ( (MEM_WB.regwrite == 1) &&(MEM_WB.rdest != 0) &&(MEM_WB.rdest == ID_EX.rt) &&(EX_MEM.rdest == ID_EX.rt) )operand2 = MEM_WB.wbdata.read();elseoperand2 = ID_EX.data2.read();break; ...}} Figure 8: Type R format behavior desription
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Reference Model DUVFigure 9: ArhC Co-veri�ation Methodologyexperimenting with the instrution set and some aspets of the struture, he/she onludesthat it reets the proessor expeted behavior. The designer an then re�ne this model,starting from the ArhC model or even writing a RTL model from srath in SystemC.ArhC provides an interfae allowing the designer to ouple these two di�erent modelsof the arhiteture. Both models run the same appliation and the ArhC veri�er heksif the models are onsistent. Figure 9 illustrates the o-veri�ation methodology of ArhC,where the behavioral model is used as the referene model and the re�ned model is theDUV(Devie Under Veri�ation). ArhC veri�ation approah is a transation-based ver-i�ation methodology that we all Storage-Based Co-Veri�ation. It is based on trakingdown every update to the storage devies of both models marking down the timestampswhen they happened. By omparing the sequene of transations generated throughout theexeution, the ArhC veri�er an tell if the models are onsistent.Figures 10 and 11 illustrate how ArhC o-veri�ation an help the designer to speed-upveri�ation. Figure 10 illustrates part of the orret EX stage of the MIPS proessor. Inthat �gure, �elds rs, rt, alu result of pipeline registers ID EX and EX MEM are the same asthose in the EX lause of the ArhC behavioral desription of Figure 7. Notie that signalsread data2 and imm are orretly bound to ports 0 and 1 of the multiplexer. But, notiealso that the designer made a mistake and inverted this order when onneting these signalsin the SystemC RTL model shown in Figure 11. This mistake resulted in an inorret portassignment to the MUX inputs, thus produing an inorret value being stored into �eldEX MEM.alu result of pipeline register EX MEM (when ompared to the exeution of theArhC add behavior). ArhC provides a veri�ation method, alled a verify, that allowsthe designer to ouple these two di�erent models of the arhiteture. By using a verifyin Figure 11 the designer assoiates the EX MEM.alu result register �eld of the ArhCdesription to the alu out signal in the RTL model. This is usually done at every pointwhere the signal is being written in the RTL model. The a verify method an also beused to verify other storage elements like ahes, register banks and memories.
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Figure 10: EX stage datapath with orret MUX binding#inlude "dlx-a.h"...Mux_ALUsr = new mux("MUX");Mux_ALUsr->selet( ID_EX_ALUsr );Mux_ALUsr->in1(ID_EX_read_data2); // swappedMux_ALUsr->in0(ID_EX_imm); // ports//Operand going to ALUMux_ALUsr->out(alu_op2);...// onnet ALU to signal alu_outALU->out(alu_out);// onnet to alu_result portEX_MEM->alu_result(alu_out);...// verify against ArhC variablea_verify(EX_MEM.alu_result, alu_out);Figure 11: SystemC RTL inorret MUX binding (wrt. ArhC behavioral desription inFigure 7)When the designer simulates the RTL model, oupled with a orret ArhC behavioralmodel through a verify, ArhC's o-veri�ation mehanism issue an error message andsaves a transation log every time the values mathed by a verify are inonsistent. Eahtransation log ontains: (a) the values assigned by the SystemC RTL and the ArhCmodels to the inonsistent storage elements; (b) the simulation time when the inonsis-tene ourred. Using this information, the designer rapidly identi�es whih instrutionwas exeuting at that time and whih values were stored in register banks, memories andpipeline registers. The whole proess of identifying and orreting this kind of error is thusaelerated.We designed our o-veri�ation algorithm to work in two situations. First, both thebehavioral and the re�ned models are timing-aurate, if the designer wants to assure thatupdates are exeuted at the same simulation (yle) time on both models. Seond, the



The ArhC Arhiteture Desription Language 19behavioral ArhC (referene) model is not yle-aurate, if the designer just wants toverify the onsisteny of the update sequenes generated by the models.5 The ArhC Pre-proessorCurrently, the ArhC tools are organized around the ArhC pre-proessor (app). Fromthe designer point of view, app takes an ArhC desription, omposed by an instrutionset arhiteture desription (AC ISA) and an arhiteture resoure desription (AC ARCH),and generates a SystemC behavioral model of the arhiteture.App is omposed by a parser, a SystemC generator and a deoder generator. The parserextrats information from the *.a �les and stores into data strutures. The SystemCgenerator omprises of a set of funtions apable of generating all lasses and SystemCmodules neessary to build the the arhiteture simulator. It relies on some options thatthe designer must provide to app, so that it an deide whih features will be enabled in thegenerated simulator. The deoder generator relies on the data strutures extrated by theparser to ompile all information from the AC ISA desription, so that it an automatiallygenerate a deoder to be used by the SystemC simulator. To inlude a new instrution,the designer just adds a desription of its format along with its behavior to the AC ISAdesription and, after running app and the C++ ompiler, a new simulator is produed.This proess is illustrated by Figure 12.
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20 Rigo, Azevedo, and Araujo5.1 Command-line OptionsThe designer has some freedom to hoose what features will be available in the simulatorgenerated by ArhC. It is true that the simulator runs faster with no additional optionsturned on, but they may be very useful during the design exploration phase. Figure 13shows the app help sreen. The user an see this information by running app --help. Itis omposed by a desription of the syntax used to run app with/without options, followedby a list, together with a brief desription, of all ommand-line options available in ArhC.All options have a full-name, whih is easier to memorize, and a equivalent short-name,like most options in g1. Options full-names and short-names are preeded by -- and -respetively.In order to generate a new simulator, app requires just one mandatory argument, thatis the name of the AC ARCH desription �le. The options that an be passed to app byommand line are:- -debug, -g :This option turns on the ArhC debugging features: trae and storage update logs.ArhC traes are dumps, into a text �le, of the name and �eld values of all instrutionsexeuted by the simulator. Update logs are the list of hanges su�ered by eah storagedevie, also dumped in a text �le. Notie that both �les an beome very large forlong simulation times.- -dumpdeoder, -dd :When this option is turned on , app will dump, into a text �le, the data struturebuilt by the deoder. It is useful to debug the ArhC deoder generator, or to anyoneinterested in understand how it works.- -help, -h :This option an be used by itself, i.e., it does not require the presene of a AC ARCH�le name, and just display the help sreen showed in Figure 13.- -quiet, -q :The simulator generated by ArhC will not issue messages and logs on the sreenwhen this option is turned on.- -stats, -s :ArhC is apable of olleting some statistis during simulation, like number of runninginstrutions, how many times eah instrution was exeuted, how many aesses eahstorage devie has su�ered, et. This option turns this feature on and a statistisreport will be saved in a �le named projet name.stats.- -verify, -v :When this option is hosen, app will generate a simulator prepared for exeute thestorage-based o-veri�ation following the untimed model, i.e., when the ArhC be-havioral desription and the DUV are not time equivalent. See Setion 4 for moredetails on the o-veri�ation mehanism.1The GNU Compiler Colletion. http://g.gnu.org



The ArhC Arhiteture Desription Language 21========================================This is ArhC Pre-proessor version 0.7========================================Usage: app input_file [options℄Where input_file stands for your AC_ARCH desription file.Options:--debug, -g Enable simulation debug features: traes, update logs.--dumpdeoder , -dd Dump the deoder data struture.--help , -h Display this help message.--quiet , -q Do not display update logs for storage devies during simulation.--stats , -s Enable statistis olletion during simulation.--verify , -v Enable o-verifiation mehanism. Untimed model.--verify-timed, -vt Enable o-verifiation mehanism. Timed model.--version , -vrs Display ArhC version information.Figure 13: App ommand-line options- -verifytimed, -vt :When this option is hosen, app will generate a simulator prepared for exeute thestorage-based o-veri�ation following the timed model, i.e., when the ArhC behav-ioral desription and the DUV are time equivalent. See Setion 4 for more details onthe o-veri�ation mehanism.- -version, -vrs :This option an be used by itself, i.e., it does not require the presene of a AC ARCH�le name, and just displays the ArhC version number to the user.6 Conlusions and Future WorkThis report presents ArhC, a new arhiteture desription language. ArhC was reated toprovide designers with the possibility of using automatially generated SystemC exeutablemodels from the very early stages of the arhiteture design proess, ombined with thepower of automatially generating tools for arhiteture exploration and veri�ation. Table 1shows a omparison among several ADLs, based on the table presented in [18℄. We indiatewith an F features that are planned in future ArhC releases or that are urrently beingimplemented. Question marks in that table indiate that not enough evidene exist in theliterature to support the ADL developers laim. ArhC has many features that distinguishit from other ADLs, in addition, it will have the language and the whole set of tools andmodels mentioned in this text published in publi domain. This does not happen with anyother ADL, making ArhC a powerful and suitable support tool for omputer arhitetureresearh.We are urrently working on improving and tunning our o-veri�ation algorithm andinterfaes, paying attention to the new SystemC Veri�ation Standard that is being devel-oped and has already a beta version published. We have already used ArhC to model theMIPS, Spar and Intel 8051 arhitetures, and we are starting a model of a real-world DSP



22 Rigo, Azevedo, and AraujoFeature LISA EXPRESSION nML ISDL ArhCCyle-auray � � ? �Multi-yle supp. � � �Pipeline supp. � � ? ? �Instr-set info � � � � �Compiler supp. ? � � � FAssembler supp. � � � � FMemory Hierarhy supp. � FStorage-based o-verif. �Format Behavior �Table 1: Comparison among ADLsarhiteture, the TMS320C62x, in order to test and improve the ArhC design. We areonsidering tehniques to speedup simulation time, though this is not yet the fous at thisstage of the work. There is also some ongoing work in order to enable ArhC to simulatemore sophistiated memory hierarhies with several ahe levels. A system alls emulationlibrary and a binary appliation loader are in the last steps of their implementation andtests. They will allow designers to run appliations ompiled for the target arhitetureusing the simulator generated by ArhC, inluding I/O emulation through the host ma-hine. Finally, though the task of automatially generating an assembler for an arhiteturedesribed in ArhC is not very ompliated, it still needs to be done.
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